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For those of us who have always been fascinated by the unexplained—or
inadequately explained—secrets and mysteries of this world, Sylvia Browne
now brings her great insight. Using a combination of information from her spirit
guide Francine as well as her own incredible psychic powers, Sylvia augments
current scientific research to provide us with detailed explanations about
seeming inexplicable concepts. From the Great Pyramid to Stonehenge, Sylvia
reveals amazing facts about some of the world’s most mysterious sites. The
truth behind sacred and controversial objects such as the Shroud of Turin and
the Holy Grail are brought to light; and fascinating and mystifying topics such
as crop circles, the Lost Continent of Atlantis, UFOs, Easter Island, and much
more are examined and clarified. Sylvia tears away the obscure and timeworn
explanations that hide the underlying truths about these fascinating subjects.
Sylvia Browne’s Book of Angels Sylvia talks about her personal experiences
with angels, presents extensive research on the subject, and offers
heartwarming stories by numerous contributors. Today, as the nightly news
reports one disaster after another, books, TV shows, and movies are filled with
tales of angels. Is it mere coincidence, or are angels making their presence
more actively known? In these chaotic times, this work makes sense of it
all—offering us reassuring messages from these beings of light who surround
us each day. Secrets & Mysteries of the World Using a combination of
information from her spirit guide Francine as well as her own incredible psychic
powers, Sylvia augments current scientific research to provide us with detailed
explanations about seemingly inexplicable concepts. From the Great Pyramid
to Stonehenge, Sylvia reveals amazing facts about some of the world’s most
mysterious sites. The truth behind sacred and controversial topics such as the
Shroud of Turin, the Holy Grail, and the lost years of Jesus are also brought to
light; and fascinating and mystifying subjects such as crop circles, vampires,
voodoo, Atlantis, extraterrestrials, Easter Island, and many more are examined
and clarified. Sylvia tears away the obscure and timeworn explanations that
hide the underlying truths about these phenomena, taking us on a fabulous
journey that unlocks the secrets and mysteries that surround us in this
“wonder-full” world. If You Could See What I See This enlightening book
contains the Gnostic tenets of Sylvia’s church, the Society of Novus Spiritus,
and is a map of our charts—regardless of what spiritual path we follow.It has
taken many years of research to put together this information, but as we go
deeper, we can see that this book carries within it the very heart of
humankind’s search for our own spirituality. Sylvia has also included many
details from her own personal journey, which she feels is comparable to the
quest that each of us follows to find our own God-center. As we travel on this
road, we can realize that long-forgotten yet inherent goal of viewing our life on
Earth as our path to God.
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A record of the writer's actual dreams is populated by characters from his
novels.
In this new book, international bestselling author Sylvia Browne turns her
psychic wisdom to the puzzling, often contradictory predictions proposed by
major historical and contemporary figures, ranging from biblical prophets and
Nostradamus to George Washington and NASA scientists. In Prophecy, Sylvia
Browne shares comforting insights on headliner topics such as: The race for a
cancer cure; Nuclear war; The possibility of colonising other planets; Peace in
the Middle East; The asteroid rumoured to be heading our way; And dozens of
other concerns about the future. Examining the most notorious prophetic
voices throughout the ages, Sylvia Browne offers a clear and fascinating vision
of the world as it will be in five, ten, twenty, one hundred, and five hundred
years. Prophecy provides the answers we all yearn for in uncertain times.
Predictions and Prophecies about the End of the World
Light a Candle
The Sylvia Browne Book Collection
The Other Side and Back
My Life with Sylvia Browne
What the future holds for you
This book is a dissertation on life, afterlife, and
reincarnation given by Sylvia Browne's spirit guide, Francine.
Within these pages, you'll find a 'gnostic' view of the world
and the reason for life. As always, we encourage the reader to
'take what you like and leave the rest behind.' No single work
can fully capture this enormous topic. We simply offer this book
as a resting point in your lifelong search. Our goal, and
hopefully yours, too, is to stimulate your mind to seek God however you wish. We don't intend to replace your belief system.
Rather, we only hope to expand your view to include areas not
yet explored. Each person will find and understand God in their
own way. This book offers one path, among billions, to find God.
An Excerpt from the Book When you put your all into this program
and complete it, you'll come out feeling refreshed, renewed, and
released from your doubts, fears, and phobias. You will, through
your own introspection, become more spiritual, which naturally
leads to being more psychic. You'll know that life is all a
textbook of learning played out on the stage of this world, and
when it's over, you'll exit behind the curtains and go home from
whence you came.... This book will help you find almost every
facet you need to help you arrive at your own spirituality, and
it will help you get over your feelings of guilt, loss, and
instability. The information within will answer questions in
more depth than I've previously explored or written about, and
the meditations and exercises will enhance your consciousness to
bring you closer to your divine purpose and your ultimate love
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affair with God.... Put all you have into this, and you'll get a
hundredfold back. Good luck!
The Other Side and Back and Life on the Other Side were
phenomenal #1 New York Times bestsellers. Now world-renowned
psychic Sylvia Browne returns with a book that takes her
millions of devoted readers on an extraordinary journey of past
lives. From two-time #1 bestselling author Sylvia Browne comes a
remarkable book that shows how our past lives affect everything
from our relationships to our health and well-being. With
millions of copies of her book in print, Sylvia Browne has
proven herself the reigning expert on psychic phenomena. In her
newest book, the New York Times bestselling author takes us into
the mysteries of our own bodies in a comprehensive guide that
explores the far-reaching influence the afterlife can have on
our health and happiness in this life. With the unique
understanding, sensitivity, and profound insight that
distinguished her previous books, Browne gives us an
unprecedented look at the way so many of our health and
relationship problems have their roots in our unresolved past
lives: from unexplained illnesses to bizarre phobias, from
irrational anxieties and fears to the partners and loves we
choose. Even birthmarks and recurring dreams can be traced
directly back to these past existences. In the friendly, nononsense style that her fans adore, Browne shares amazing and
inspiring real-life stories of people who have transformed their
lives through understanding their previous existences. PAST
LIVES, FUTURE HEALING takes readers on another fascinating
odyssey into the other side. And like her earlier books, this
will not only help people lead more satisfying and fulfilling
lives, but will illuminate a hitherto unknown path to overcoming
many of the most frustrating and devastating physical and
emotional problems that can occur in life.
Revealing how dreams influence everything, including memory,
health, and relationships, a guide to making positive changes by
identifying dream messages also explains how to reconnect with
departed loved ones through dreams. Reprint. 20,000 first
printing.
Everything You Need to Know About the Paranormal
Revealing the Intuitive Gifts and Hidden Abilities of Boys and
Girls
Secret Societies
Sylvia Browne
Exploring the Levels of Creation
A Son Reflects on Life with His Psychic Mother
“I have known Sylvia for twenty years, and I have the greatest respect for her….I applaud
her for the peace and solace that she has brought to so many.” —Montel Williams The
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world’s most acclaimed psychic, Sylvia Browne, the New York Times bestselling author
of Life on the Other Side, All Pets Go to Heaven, Contacting Your Spirit Guide, and
more, returns with a rare and riveting look at the lives of some of our favorite
celebrities—after their deaths. How do Elvis Presley, Heath Ledger, John Lennon, and
others view their time on Earth? After they have shuffled off this mortal coil, what
wisdom do they wish to send back to us? Sylvia Browne’s moving look at these once
larger-than-life heroes is a captivating voyage into the secrets they hold beyond the
void.
This set includes the three titles in the Journey of the Soul Series God, Creation, and
Tools for Life, Souls Perfection, and The Nature of Good and Evil. It aims to ask and
answer questions including: Does God exist?; What is the meaning of life?; and How
can an all-loving God allow violence to exist? By combining her philosophical and
theological views, Sylvia intends to create a spiritual umbrella that rises above
traditional religion, and points a path to God.
Religious wars, global terrorism, pandemics, and genocide have all helped to usher in
the Anxiety Age. Who better to lead the way out than popular psychic Sylvia Browne? In
End of Days, Browne tackles the most daunting of subjects with her trademark clarity,
wisdom, and serenity, answering such difficult questions as: What's coming in the next
fifty years? What do the great prophecies of Nostradamus and the Book of Revelation
mean? If the world is really going to end, what will unfold in our final hours? For anyone
who's ever wondered where we're headed, and what—if anything—we can do to prevent a
catastrophe of biblical proportions, End of Days is a riveting and insightful must-read.
Addresses the most daunting and difficult predictions about the human race,
commenting on all the End of Days prophecies and offering insight into what can be
done to prevent a catastrophe of biblical proportions.
What the Future Holds for You
And How They Affect Our Lives Today: Easyread Large Bold Edition
Secrets & Mysteries of the World
Sylvia Browne's Lessons for Life
Contacting Your Spirit Guide
Accepting the Psychic Torch

Reveals how pets fit into the afterlife, offering comfort
for bereaved pet owners while sharing uplifting tales about
pets who continue their relationship with their human
companions after death.
The best-selling psychic author of The Other Side and Back
and Visits from the Afterlife shares her insights into such
topics as cancer research, the conflicts in the Middle East,
and the prospects of an asteroid collision. Reprint.
Sylvia Browne now gives us a marvelous book on self-healing.
Largely made up of actual research trance transcripts from
her guides, this book is a must for those who have chronic
physical problems but who cannot find relief from
conventional medicine. It’s not meant to replace this type
of treatment, though, but to augment it. Sylvia also
discusses her innovative and proven methods of healing
relating to cell memory and morphic resonance. Sylvia is one
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of the few deep-trance mediums in the world today, and the
information that comes from her guides not only covers
healing methods that give us the tools to heal ourselves and
become more spiritual, but also gives us insights into
preventive methods that ensure health and well-being so that
we can live happier and healthier lives.
In this uniquely fascinating book, world-renowned psychic
Sylvia Browne recounts her aptivating life as a clairvoyant,
telling of her earliest "readings" as a young child in
Kansas City, and of her first contact with "Francine", her
spirit guide. In engrossing detail, Sylvia tells how her
"gift" has assisted police departments in their search for
missing children and dangerous criminals -- and how her
predictions of deaths, plane crashes, and momentous world
events were sometimes heeded -- or tragically ignored. But
more than anything else, this is the remarkable story of one
woman's psychic odyssey, for it offers illuminating insight
into how we can better understand ourselves and our own
psychic abilities.
Psychic Healing
Soul’s Perfection (EasyRead Large Bold Edition)
An Uncommon Perspective on the Life of Christ
Predictions and Prophecies About the End of the World
Psychic Children
Book of Dreams

SECRET SOCIETIES... Following in the footsteps of her best-selling Secrets & Mysteries of
the World, Sylvia Browne now writes about the clandestine realm of secret societies. Sylvia's
research, combined with amazing communication with her spirit guide Francine, has revealed
the fact that many covert organizations affect the lives of each of us every day. She shares her
knowledge of the conspiracies, cover-ups, misinformation, and power manipulations of these
groups in both the past and present, as well as how they can affect us now and in the future.
From the mysterious medieval Knights Templar to the powerful modern-day organizations that
count politicians, celebrities, wealthy businesspeople, and even world leaders (including some
U.S. Presidents) as members, Sylvia takes us on an amazing journey to unearth the truth. She
discusses the influence of religion in the formation of nations, the agenda of shadowy cabals for
a ''New World Order,'' and much more. Sylvia explores it all, and even offers information on a
powerful underground group that no one has heard about. She alerts us to those associations that
have good intentions, those that do not, and those that we must keep our eyes on. So lock your
windows and doors and get ready to learn about these societies and their secrets ... some will
really raise the hairs on the back of your neck!
In this book, Sylvia Browne presents her philosophy on astrology. It is written in a humorous
vein, yet is a serious work and intended to educate the reader. Sylvia has done extensive
research, using the most reliable data available: real people. She feels that astrology is a living
discipline and must be studied with humanity. Only through a close examination of individuals,
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with all of their fears, strengths, phobias, loves, and spirituality, will a true picture of astrology
emerge. More than thirty years of joy, tears, laughter, and knowledge are reflected in this work,
gathered by Sylvia during her many thousands of counseling sessions.
Hailed as one of the fathers of Saturday morning television, Lou Scheimer was the co-founder of
Filmation Studios, which for over 25 years provided animated excitement for TV and film.
Always at the forefront, Scheimer's company created the first DC cartoons with Superman,
Batman, and Aquaman, ruled the song charts with The Archies, kept Trekkie hope alive with the
Emmy-winning Star Trek: The Animated Series, taught morals with Fat Albert and the Cosby
Kids, and swung into high adventure with Tarzan, The Lone Ranger, and Zorro. Forays into liveaction included Shazam! and The Secrets of Isis, plus groundbreaking special effects work on
Jason of Star Command and others. And in the 1980s, Filmation single-handedly caused the
syndication explosion with He-Man and the Masters of the Universe and its successors. Now,
Lou Scheimer tells the entire story to best-selling author Andy Mangels, including how his
father decked Adolf Hitler, memories of the comics of the Golden Age, schooling with Andy
Warhol, and what it meant to lead the last all-American animation company through nearly
thirty years of innovation and fun! Profusely illustrated with photos, model sheets, storyboards,
presentation art, looks at rare and unproduced series, and more — plus stories from top animation
insiders about Scheimer and Filmation's past, and rare Filmation art by Bruce Timm, Adam
Hughes, Alex Ross, Phil Jimenez, Frank Cho, Gene Ha, and Mike McKone — this book shows
the Filmation Generation the story behind the stories!
Meet your spirit guides with this book from internationally renowned medium Sylvia Browne,
with exercises to increase your psychic abilities and bonus audio meditation download. Through
good times and bad, spirit guides look out for those under their care. In Contacting Your Spirit
Guide, Sylvia Browne teaches you all about these entities, who are designated by you and God
to assist you with life and give you guidance. You will learn about the different types of guides,
what they look like, and how they make themselves known. Sylvia leads you through the skills
you’ll need to know so you can tune in to your own guides, discern their names, and discover
the messages they have for you. In the second part of the book (“A Day in the Life of a Spirit
Guide”), Sylvia writes intimately about her personal relationships with her spirit guides,
Francine and Raheim. Francine then tells her own story through Sylvia about what a “day” is like
for her. Sylvia offers great insight into the workings of spirit guides, and in so doing, gives you
the tools to understand your “unseen companions along the way.” Includes a free “Spirit Guide
Meditation” audio download!
Phenomenon
Astro Through a Phychic's Eyes
The Feminine Principle to Our Creator
Soul's Perfection
The Spiritual Lives of the Animals We Love

Sylvia Browne once again brings you new and fascinating information that
can help you in life. This time she explores the many temples and halls that
exist on the Other Side and how their functions can truly change your life.
Using meditative techniques, Sylvia shows you how you can access these
beautiful edifices, each of which has a particular purpose. From the Hall of
Healing to the Temple of Azna (the Mother God), Sylvia explains the role of
each of these wonderful places and gives you the opportunity to
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experience the beauty and wonder of your real home. With the help of her
spirit guide Francine, Sylvia uses her ability of trance mediumship to give
you a vast amount of new information on all of the temples, halls and other
important sites on the Other Side that can be used to aid and embellish
your life on Earth. She includes wonderful meditations to not only reach
these special places but to also give you insight on how to use their
attributes to enrich your life. This is another fascinating and inspirational
journey that only Sylvia Browne can take you on!
Sylvia Browne, the world-famous psychic and New York Times bestselling
author of End of Days, takes readers on an unprecedented and
comprehensive “tour” of the afterlife—a world-changing revelation that has
helped millions live for today, tomorrow, and forever... This spiritual guide
is packed with prophecies and inspirational advice, including: • Must-read
predictions for the future • How psychic energy can keep people healthy
and improve relationships • Why we shouldn’t fear aging and death • How
spirit guides and angels “talk” to us daily • The truth about ghosts and
hauntings • Solving “unsolvable” missing persons cases and other true
crime tales • And more “Psychic, medium, clairvoyant, channel—these are
all words to describe Sylvia Browne’s unique powers. I’ve personally
witnessed her bring closure to distraught families, help the police close
cases, and open people's hearts to help them see the good within
themselves.”—Montel Williams “The Other Side and Back is the most
grounded and authentic ‘entry to the other side’ that I have ever read. You
know immediately upon reading the first few pages that Sylvia Browne is
more than a psychic—she is a master at conveying the truth that exists in
the fourth dimension.” —Caroline Myss, Ph.D., author of Anatomy of the
Spirit
EXPLORING THE LEVELS OF CREATION: Have you ever wondered about
life and creation? Is there existence after death? Why do we have to go
through such trials and tribulations here on Earth? Why do we have
thoughts and dreams that run from the sublime to the bizarre? Why do
goodness and evil go hand in hand in life ... or do they? The answers to
these questions and more are brought to light by author and spiritual
teacher Sylvia Browne. Once again, she shares her psychic gifts and years
of research in order to enlighten us and give us more insights into God and
the realities of life. This time she tackles the structure of creation by
showing us that there really is purpose and order in our seemingly chaotic
world. She outlines the levels of physical incarnation, along with the reality
of the afterlife and the heretofore-unexplored ''lower levels'' of creation.
From the wondrous and weird lower levels, to the everyday intricacies of
life on this planet, to the beautiful and perfect Other Side, Sylvia takes us
on another journey of exploration and truth. This is a book that explains all
levels of life ... as only Sylvia can!
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Startling new archaeological discoveries and such groundbreaking cultural
phenomena as The Da Vinci Code and The Passion of the Christ have
sparked a renaissance in impassioned controversies about religion and the
life of Christ. Now, Sylvia Browne, with the help of her spiritual guide,
delivers the truth about Him, His teachings, and His works for God as she
answers such provocative questions as: - Was there a virgin birth? - Was
there a Star of Bethlehem? - What did Jesus do for the first 30 years of his
life? - What really happened at the crucifixion? - Was he married? Was he
divine? - Is a Jesus lineage a possibility? In Browne's own words, the
answers may "rattle the cages" of her millions of readers-answers that
could only have come from someone who has visited the afterlife.
Life on the Other Side
Prophecy
The Mystical Life of Jesus
Sylvia Browne's Book of Dreams
Mother God
An 8-Week Course

We constantly see the ''senseless violence'' in our world, and it begs the question: ''How can an
all-loving God allow this to exist?'' Indeed, many people simply reject any notion of God for this
very reason. This book, the third in Sylvia Browne's Journey of the Soul series, gives you the
philosophical framework to understand the nature of good and evil - and the role of God in the
big picture. When you see how evil originated and why it thrives in our world, you're more
prepared to face it and overcome it. Sylvia points out that you need not fear ''evil spirits'' or
''curses'' - which are merely stories bred from ignorance. And how would you like to serve as
one of God's warriors of Light? Sylvia explains how to enlist! By combining her philosophical
and theological views, Sylvia creates a spiritual umbrella that rises above traditional religion.
All paths that lead to knowing God have merit.
Renowned psychic, spiritual teacher, and #1 New York Times bestselling author of End of Days
Sylvia Browne has changed millions of lives with her unique gifts. Now, she leads readers on an
adventure of the spirit: a surprising glimpse into the next world, where their loved ones patiently
await them. Take a journey you will never forget and discover the answer to life’s greatest
question: “What’s on The Other Side?” In this extraordinary and inspirational book, Sylvia
reflects upon her past experiences, hypnosis sessions, and research to tell the truth about The
Other Side. She explains the process of leaving this world for the next, and what circumstances
foretell our next incarnation on Earth. Filled with stunning revelations and stories of those who
have visited The Other Side, this uplifting book is the ultimate guide to finding peace in the
afterlife.
Presents ways of raising spiritual awareness through the use of candles, and includes prayers
for specific issues, including health, guidance, and protection of family.
The noted psychic explains the afterlife as she illuminates her findings about "the other side"
and answers readers' most important questions about death and the afterlife.
Temples on the Other Side
Conversations with the Other Side
Sylvia Browne's Book of Angels
A Journal of Love and Healing
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Transcending Grief
And How They Affect Our Lives Today

Discusses the psychic potential in all children and argues for greater public
acceptance of children with remarkable psychic abilities.
SOUL'S PERFECTION: Sylvia Browne and her guides help solve a great mystery
in this fascinating book - namely, what is the meaning of life? Most human beings
- and many teachers and great scholars - have pondered this question over the
years, but there has never been a truly definitive answer. This leaves most of us
with a feeling of being incomplete in some way. Here, Sylvia and her guides take
you to that place within you where you can achieve a sense of intellectual and
spiritual fulfillment. They explain that we are here to perfect our souls by
absorbing God's knowledge. We are the experiencing side of God, where God is
the primary intellect of creation. Simply put, to really know something means that
we must also truly experience it. For example, we can read a book about boat
building, but only after actually building that boat will we fully understand it from
an all-encompassing perspective. Soul's Perfection takes you through the
complete scope of your soul's journey, from planning each incarnation on the
Other Side to making life meaningful here on Earth. If you wish to stand proudly
before God some day, then the concepts discussed here will bring you wisdom,
depth, and spiritual insight.
For those who have lost a loved one, this journal has places for letters, phone
calls, memories, and communications concerning the person who has died. The
authors--a famous psychic and a registered nurse--invite readers to fill the journal
pages with what they need to say, share, and remember. Consumable.
Explores the mystery surrounding the meaning of life and offers the theory that
humans are the part of God that experiences life, allowing God, the intellect
behind creation, to fully know his creations.
Sylvia Browne's Journey of the Soul
Afterlives of the Rich and Famous
Past Lives, Future Healing
End of Days
The Fascinating and Inspiring True-Life Story of One of America's Most
Successful Clairvoyants
All Pets Go To Heaven
Sylvia Browne's Book of DreamsPenguin
Sylvia Browne, in her own inimitable style, again defies
convention in this uniquely informative compilation of
diligently researched facts and personal accounts about the
premise of a female divinity - namely, the Mother God (also
known as the feminine principle). Spanning time, from the
earliest beginnings of humankind when ''Goddess worship'' was at
its peak, to the current era with its myriad beliefs and
religions, Sylvia takes us on a journey of discovery, where she
discusses the suppression of the ''Mother Goddess'' by the malePage 9/11
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dominated politics of modern-day religious dogma. Using a
combination of historical data and poignant and heartwarming
stories that reveal the power and miracles attributed to the
Mother God, Sylvia leads us from the question of ''Does She
exist?'' to the logical, fact-based conclusion that She does ...
and then shows us how to call on Her to help us in our everyday
lives.
For nearly 50 years, New York Times bestselling author Sylvia
Browne has been giving millions of readers and listeners
spiritual advice, psychic predictions, inspiration, and
emotional connections to a world on "the other side." Now, in
this fascinating A-Z compendium, Browne delivers to her fans a
complete guide to all things paranormal, including: Atlantis
-Where did it go and when will it return? Clairvoyance -How does
one know if they have the gift? Déjà vu -Are past lives the
answer to this strange phenomenon? Ghosts -Who are they?
Miracles -Can they happen every day? Numerology -What effect
does it really have? Reincarnation -Is there a new life for
everyone? Sorcery -Is this something we should fear? Zombies
-Are they only in horror movies? ...and much more, in this easyto-use reference that helps readers to understand the phenomenon
of the other side.
Offers the psychic's personal experiences with angels, as well
as information delivered by "Francine," the author's Aztec-Inca
spirit guide.
A Psychic's Tour of the Afterlife
Adventures of a Psychic
The Nature of Good and Evil
Discover Messages, Help, and Healing from the Other Side
Lou Scheimer: Creating the Filmation Generation
SYLVIA BROWNE; ACCEPTING THE PSYCHIC TORCH is a brand-new anthology that
contains the full text of two of Sylvia's best-selling books; the landmark Adventures of a
Psychic, which details how a little girl from Kansas City, Missouri, discovered her gifts and
was then led on a decades-long journey to ultimately become one of America's most successful
clairvoyants; and If You Could See What I See, a handbook on spirituality that is also full of
anecdotes from Sylvia's life, both before and after she became a world-famous medium who
spends her time writing, lecturing, and appearing on TV. Yet this volume also contains a
special treat; an all-new work from Sylvia! Titled Accepting the Psychic Torch, it focuses on
the incredibly special relationship Sylvia had with her beloved psychic grandmother, Ada Coil.
Drawing on her cherished memories, along with Grandma Ada's numerous letters - many of
which are reprinted in these pages - Sylvia gives us a rich portrait of a blessed soul who helped
so many. She also delves into her own childhood and teenage years as never before, as she
relates how her dear grandmother not only became her mentor, but was indeed the mother she
never really had.
The remarkable story of one woman's psychic odyssey from humble beginnings to "America's
No. 1 Psychic", which offers a fascinating insight into how we can better understand ourselves
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and our own psychic abilities. World-renowned psychic Sylvia Browne recounts her remarkable
life as a clairvoyant, from her earliest experiences to the present day. She reveals how she first
made 'readings' as a young child in Kansas City, her first contact with 'Francine', her spirit
guide, and her work with police departments in their search for missing children and
dangerous criminals.
Following in the footsteps of her bestselling "Secrets & Mysteries of the World," Browne now
writes about the clandestine realm of secret societies and their impact on daily life.
When Chris Dufresne was growing up in California with his psychic mother, he thought theirs
was a "normal" family. However when Chris realised that God had bestowed psychic gifts on
him as well, he realised that his life would be "extra-ordinary", just like his mother's. This is
his story.
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